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Re Advanced Micro Devices Inc et Intel Corporation et at
No 05-441-JJF

in re hue Corp C.A No 05-1717-JJF and

Phil Patti Intel flrporation Consolidated No 05-485 JJF

Dear Judge Poppiti

am writing on behalf of Intel in response to the letters written by counsel for AMD and

the class plaintiffs with respect to the issue of allocation of the Special Masters fees The issue

is not complicated one In the relevant paragraph of the Orders appointing the Special Master

the Court ordered that the fees and expenses should be shared equally unless otherwise ordered

by the Special Master The Court goes on to indicate that partys behavior could influence that

allocation but the Court never states that behavior is the only factor that could influence the

Special Masters discretion in allocating fees and expenses. Nothing in either the Orders or Rule

53 governing Masters would require the result plaintiffs seek

AMD and class plaintiffs incorrectly argue that there is complete separation between the

AMD case and the class case In fact both the AMD case and all of the class actions that were

consolidated are all part of the MDL Pursuant to the Courts directive when papers are filed in

either the AMD case or the Consolidated Class case they are also filed in the MDL file MDL
Docket No 05-1717 These cases are clearly linked with the complaint allegations virtually

identical Moreover it is beyond dispute that the Special Masters work done to date has

benefited all parties equally The issue is whether all parties should pay equally for that work

Plaintiffs contention that it would be inequitable cannot withstand scrutiny The parties have

worked together on scheduling and protective order issues To suggest that there is or should

be wall between AMD Intel and Class Intel on most issues in this litigation ignores

reality Certainly there have been and will be issues that are between Intel and one or the other

of the plaintiffs As Intel stated in its opening letter if those issues result in disputes before the
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Special Master we certainly think it would be appropriate to split the fees and expenses between

the parties involved But that is not the situation that faces the parties and the Court to date As

of now all work done by the Special Master has been for all parties and Intel submits that in its

discretion the Court should equitably allocate the associated fees and expenses equally among
the tinee parties

Respectfully

Richard Horwitz
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cc James Holzman Esquire By electronic mail
Frederick Cottrell Ill Esquire By electronic mail


